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Many people think of Adobe's Portable Document Format  (PDF) as a proprietary format for delivering unchangeable content  that readers can print out or view on-screen conveniently. That may  be how most people work with it, but you can do many more things with  PDF, with or without Adobe's tools.

PDF has come a long way since it first appeared in the early  '90s. When Adobe began offering its Acrobat Reader  for free, PDF spread across the Web as a paginated alternative to  HTML. PDF has replaced or supplemented Adobe's  PostScript language files as a format for exchanging print-ready  layouts, and evolving forms capabilities have made PDF a more  interactive format over time.

Although most people still think of Acrobat when they think of PDF,  the format has become a standard for other applications as well.  Adobe publishes the PDF specification, so developers can create their  own tools for creating and consuming PDF. Ghostscript software, for  example, is an open source toolkit for working with PostScript and  PDF. OpenOffice.org enables users to create PDF files from its  applications, and Apple has integrated PDF tightly with Mac OS X,  including its own PDF reader and tools for printing to PDF from any  application.

Many people treat PDF documents as finished products, simply reading  them or printing them out, but you can create and modify PDFs in many  ways to meet your needs. Adobe's Acrobat family of  products, beyond the Acrobat Reader, includes a variety of tools for  creating and changing PDFs, but there are lots of other helpful tools  and products for working with PDF, many of which are covered in this  book.
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Guide to LaTeX (4th Edition) (Tools and Techniques for Computer Typesetting)Addison Wesley, 2003
LaTeX is the text-preparation system of choice for scientists and academics, and is especially useful for typesetting technical materials. This popular book shows you how to begin using LaTeX to create high-quality documents. The book also serves as a handy reference for all LaTeX users. In this completely revised edition, the authors cover the...
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Learning Structure and Schemas from Documents (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2011


	It was not long ago that database systems were revolutionized through the birth of

	the relational concepts and theory, which are now materialized in most commercial

	database management systems. It was then thought that data should be structured

	in a rather simple way to support the day-to-day business operations. This

	has...
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Novell Certified Linux Engineer (Novell CLE) Study GuideNovell Press, 2004
The Novell CLE Study Guide, the official study guide to Novell's Certified Linux Engineer (CLE) exam, meets the needs of those seeking to pass the Novell Certified Linux Engineer exam. The Novell CLE Study Guide provides deeper coverage of Nterprise Services for Linux components than...
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Arterial Grafting for Coronary Artery Bypass SurgerySpringer, 2006

	This updated edition examines the biological characteristics and clinical use of arterial grafts for coronary artery bypass surgery. It contains first-hand information on arterial grafts, as well as vein grafts with regard to biological characteristics, clinical use including off-pump coronary bypass grafting surgery, results, and future...
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CMS Made Simple Development CookbookPackt Publishing, 2011

	The CMS Made Simple Development Cookbook gets you started building feature-rich sites quickly, regardless of your experience level. It contains clear recipes that introduce the key concepts behind each approach to extending the CMS, while also providing examples of solutions to real-world problems.


	CMS Made Simple has great...
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Access 2003 VBA Programmer's Reference (Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2004
Its power and short learning curve have made Access Microsoft’s leading consumer relational database management system for desktop applications. VBA lets you tap more of that power, responding to application level events, displaying forms and reports, manipulating toolbars, and much more.
In this book, a crack team of programmers...
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